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Q3: Earnings miss
Sipchem posted a quarterly net profit in Q3, the first in the last four quarters,
aided by improvement in product prices and a recovery in demand post easing
lockdowns. However, Q3 earnings missed our as well as street expectations
despite a strong beat in the topline. While details are not fully known, we
suspect this could have been because of marketing revenues and mostly similar
extent of costs as gross profit came broadly in-line with our estimate. Methanol
prices are up on a sustainable recovery trend, up by ~11% q-o-q in Q3, on the
back of tight supply due to unexpected production outages in Southeast Asia
and the Middle East along with improvement in demand, mainly from the
MTO and pharmaceutical sectors (source: ICIS). Methanol prices continue to
maintain its upward trend in Q4 so far, rising ~14% q-o-q, indicating an
improving the Methanol market fundamentals. However, the stock price has
already gained ~30% since March, and consensus estimates do not factor
material improvement in earnings (Figure 2). While the company’s
announcement of a share repurchase program may have improved sentiments,
it may lead to no dividends for 2020. Accordingly, we maintain our TP at
SAR12/sh. and rating for the stock.
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Figure 1 SIPCHEM Q3 2020 results
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Q3 Results. Q3 top-line reported at SAR1,362mn (+43.3% q-o-q), beating our
estimate of SAR1,147mn, likely due to a jump in marketing revenues. Overall, Q3
net profit came in at SAR10mn, lower than ours (SAR16mn) as well as consensus
(SAR18.1mn) estimates.
Share buyback plan may limit divided paying ability: On Sep 30, 2020,
Sipchem completed the first phase of its share purchase program, buying
~2.5mn shares (excluding 1.05mn shares associated with the employees’
incentive program) worth SAR39.02mn at an average price of SAR15.6/share.
This just accounts for 3.4% of the approved share buyback plan. The company,
earlier in April 2020, announced its plan to buyback the 73.33mn shares (worth
~SAR1bn as per our calculations) by April 2021 using available cash and cash
equivalents (SAR3.3bn as of Q2 2020) and credit facilities. While we don’t see
any funding gap, this could lower the company’s dividend-paying abilities due to
deteriorated earnings performance over the past few quarters. Accordingly, the
company may skip distributing the dividends for 2020. For 2021, we expect the
company to distribute SAR0.3/sh, with a possible downside in case Methanol
prices do not recover.
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Valuation and Risks: While there are near term headwinds in the elevated costs levels and
global economic contractions, the medium-term outlook looks positive, given its healthy
fundamentals, production & operating efficiencies, and likely cost-synergies (SAR175-225mn
impact in recurrent EBITDA post its merger with Sahara), along with healthy FCF generation
capabilities and comfortable debt position.
Figure 2 Bloomberg consensus earnings 2021 vs. Sipchem stock price

Source: Bloomberg, Al Rajhi Capital.

We value Sipchem using DCF (based on FCF, cost of equity 12.1%) at SAR12/share, implying
an Underweight rating for the stock. Key upside drivers for the stock are better-thanexpected product prices, and higher than expected dividends. Major downside risks to
earnings involve unexpected disruption at the company’s upstream operations, which can
further impact its downstream plants as well and persistent weakness in product prices,
particularly Methanol prices.
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Disclaimer
This research document has been prepared by Al Rajhi Capital Company (“Al Rajhi Capital”) of Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. It has been prepared
for the general use of Al Rajhi Capital’s clients and may not be redistributed, retransmitted or disclosed, in whole or in part, or in any form or
manner, without the express written consent of Al Rajhi Capital. Receipt and review of this research document constitute your agreement
not to redistribute, retransmit, or disclose to others the contents, opinions, conclusion, or information contained in this document prior to
public disclosure of such information by Al Rajhi Capital. The information contained was obtained from various public sources believed to be
reliable but we do not guarantee its accuracy. Al Rajhi Capital makes no representations or warranties (express or implied) regarding the
data and information provided and Al Rajhi Capital does not represent that the information content of this document is complete, or free
from any error, not misleading, or fit for any particular purpose. This research document provides general information only. Neither the
information nor any opinion expressed constitutes an offer or an invitation to make an offer, to buy or sell any securities or other investment
products related to such securities or investments. It is not intended to provide personal investment advice and it does not take into account
the specific investment objectives, financial situation and the particular needs of any specific person who may receive this document.
Investors should seek financial, legal or tax advice regarding the appropriateness of investing in any securities, other investment or
investment strategies discussed or recommended in this document and should understand that statements regarding future prospects may
not be realized. Investors should note that income from such securities or other investments, if any, may fluctuate and that the price or value
of such securities and investments may rise or fall. Fluctuations in exchange rates could have adverse effects on the value of or price of, or
income derived from, certain investments. Accordingly, investors may receive back less than originally invested. Al Rajhi Capital or its
officers or one or more of its affiliates (including research analysts) may have a financial interest in securities of the issuer(s) or related
investments, including long or short positions in securities, warrants, futures, options, derivatives, or other financial instruments. Al Rajhi
Capital or its affiliates may from time to time perform investment banking or other services for, solicit investment banking or other business
from, any company mentioned in this research document. Al Rajhi Capital, together with its affiliates and employees, shall not be liable for
any direct, indirect or consequential loss or damages that may arise, directly or indirectly, from any use of the information contained in this
research document.
This research document and any recommendations contained are subject to change without prior notice. Al Rajhi Capital assumes no
responsibility to update the information in this research document. Neither the whole nor any part of this research document may be altered,
duplicated, transmitted or distributed in any form or by any means. This research document is not directed to, or intended for distribution to
or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction where such
distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or which would subject Al Rajhi Capital or any of its affiliates to any
registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction.

Explanation of Al Rajhi Capital’s rating system
Al Rajhi Capital uses a three-tier rating system based on absolute upside or downside potential for all stocks under its coverage except
financial stocks and those few other companies not compliant with Islamic Shariah law:
"Overweight": Our target price is more than 10% above the current share price, and we expect the share price to reach the target on a 12
month time horizon.
"Neutral": We expect the share price to settle at a level between 10% below the current share price and 10% above the current share price
on a 12 month time horizon.
"Underweight": Our target price is more than 10% below the current share price, and we expect the share price to reach the target on a 12
month time horizon.
"Target price": We estimate target value per share for every stock we cover. This is normally based on widely accepted methods
appropriate to the stock or sector under consideration, e.g. DCF (discounted cash flow) or SoTP (sum of the parts) analysis.
Please note that the achievement of any price target may be impeded by general market and economic trends and other external factors, or
if a company’s profits or operating performance exceed or fall short of our expectations.
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